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I. INTRODUCTION
R ECURSIVE infinite impulse-response (IIR) digital filters require in general a smaller number of arithmetic operations per sample than their nonrecursive finite impulseresponse (FIR) counterparts. One drawback of using recursive filters is, however, that the sample frequency at which the filters can operate in an implementation is bounded. The maximal sample frequency for a recursive algorithm, described by a fully specified signal flow graph, is (1) where is the total latency of the arithmetic operations, and is the number of delay elements in the directed loop [1] . The loop(s) that determines the maximal sample frequency is called the critical loop(s). Digital filters with high maximal sample frequencies are naturally important for highspeed applications, but they are also candidates for applications focusing on low power consumption. The reason is that if the required sample frequency is lower than the maximal sample frequency, then the excess speed may be utilized to reduce Manuscript received May 4, 1998 ; revised December 4, 1998 . This paper was recommended by Associate Editor M. Simaan.
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the power consumption via power supply voltage scaling techniques [2] , [3] . From (1), we see two ways to increase the maximal sample frequency. The first is to reduce the latency in the critical loop, whereas the second is to increase the number of delay elements in the critical loop. The latency can be reduced by, e.g., using low-sensitivity filters, resulting in short coefficients (low-latency multiplications), and by removing unnecessary operations in the critical loop via numerically equivalent transformations [3] , [4] . However, in this paper we are mainly concerned with the approach of increasing the number of delay elements in the critical loop. Basically, there are two ways to achieve this. The first is to use algorithm transformation techniques, whereas the second is to use constrained filter design techniques. Algorithm transformation techniques are based on pole-zero cancellations, which can be achieved in theory, but under finite-arithmetic conditions the cancellations become inexact, which may impose problems such as a higher coefficient sensitivity and a time-variant behavior [5] , [6] . Well-known techniques based on algorithm transformations are clustered look ahead, scattered look-ahead, and block processing. For a review of these techniques, and for a comprehensive reference list, we refer to [7] - [9] .
The potential problems associated with pole-zero cancellations can be avoided by using constrained filter design techniques. By restricting the denominator of the transfer function to be a function of an -fold increase of the maximal sample frequency is automatically achieved, since a corresponding realization then has at least delay elements in its critical loop. One approach to this end is to use frequencymasking techniques in which the overall filter makes use of periodic model filters (i.e., the period is smaller than and one or several, possibly periodic, masking filters. For narrowband filters, the transfer function in this approach is of the form (2) where and work as model and masking filters, respectively. The masking filter extracts the desired image, and removes the undesired images, from the periodic magnitude function of the periodic model filter
This technique was introduced in order to reduce the complexity of FIR filters with narrow transition bands [10] - [12] . It was later used in [9] , [13] , to obtain recursive filters with high maximal sample frequencies. In that approach, an IIR filter is used for the model filter, whereas FIR filters are used for the masking filter. Wide-band filters can also be obtained by using a narrow-band filter in the form of (2) in parallel with an all-pass filter [9] , [14] - [16] . Recently, these techniques have also been extended to arbitrary bandwidths [17] , [18] . One advantage of using frequency-masking techniques is that the model and masking filters can be realized in many different ways, which offers the possibility to use structures that have good properties under finite-arithmetic conditions, and that are well suited to be implemented in hardware. In addition, the poles of the recursive model filter are closer to the origin compared with the poles of a conventional filter. For many structures, this also reduces the coefficient sensitivity and roundoff noise. Two drawbacks of frequency-masking techniques are that the feasible increase of the maximal sample frequency is dependent upon the bandwidth of the overall filter, and that the overall delay may be increased. For larger values of the overall complexity may also become high due to the masking filters. In this paper, we introduce new filter structures for narrow-band and wide-band filtering that can reduce the complexity of the masking filters. We use lattice and bireciprocal lattice WD filters (WDF's) for the model and masking filters, respectively. By exploiting that lattice and bireciprocal lattice WDF's have different maximal sample frequencies, overall filters with high maximal sample frequencies are obtained. The new realization techniques can, however, also be applied to the more general class of filters being realizable as a parallel connection of two all-pass filters to which lattice WDF's belong. The major advantage of using lattice WDF's is that they make it possible to obtain stable filter algorithms under finite-arithmetic conditions [19] . It should be pointed out that for narrow-band filtering, a similar approach has been considered earlier in [20] , but that one did not utilize that different structures have different maximal sample frequencies, and is therefore more restrictive than our approach. However, the values for are, in our approach, some power of two, which makes it somewhat more restrictive than the ones that use FIR masking filters. It should also be pointed out that there are alternative techniques for designing narrow-band filters with transfer functions in the form of (2). Such filters have been proposed mainly in order to obtain efficient sampling rate converters and multirate narrow-band filters (see, e.g., [21] - [24] ). The techniques in [21] , [22] were considered in [9] in the context of high-speed filtering. These techniques may produce more efficient filters, in terms of computational complexity, than the frequencymasking techniques. One price to pay is, however, that they restrict the choice of filter structures, because the numerator and denominator polynomials of the filter generally have different orders.
Following this introduction, we study in Section II the maximal sample frequency for some different lattice WDF's. Section III introduces the new narrow-band and wide-band filters. In Section IV, several design examples are given, whereas in Section V finite wordlength effects are discussed. Finally, some concluding remarks are given in Section VI.
II. LATTICE WDF'S
A lattice WDF is composed of two wave digital (WD) allpass filters in parallel [19] , [25] . The transfer function can thus be written as (3) where and are all-pass filters. WD all-pass filters can be realized in many different ways. Here, we only consider cascade realizations of first-and second-order all-pass sections. This results in parallel and modular filter algorithms, which is attractive from an implementation point of view.
A first-order all-pass section can be realized using a Richards' structure, as shown in Fig. 1 , where a symmetric two-port adaptor is used. Alternatively, the symmetric twoport adaptor can be replaced with a two-port series or parallel adaptor using certain equivalence transformations [19] , [26] , [27] in order to, e.g., reduce the required amount of shimming delays. A second-order all-pass section can be realized using a Richards' structure, as shown in Fig. 2 , or a three-port series adaptor, as shown in Fig. 3 . Again, the symmetric two-port adaptors in the Richards' structure can be replaced with twoport series or parallel adaptors. The three-port series adaptor can be replaced with a three-port parallel adaptor.
From Fig. 1 , we see that the maximal sample frequency for a first-order all-pass section is (4) From Figs. 2 and 3 we see that, for a second-order all-pass section, it becomes (5) Fig. 3 . Second-order all-pass section using a three-port series-adaptor. using a Richards' structure, and (6) using a three-port series adaptor. The maximal sample frequency can be increased by removing some of the additions from the critical loops via numerically equivalent transformations [3] , [4] . This issue will not be discussed further since it does not change the ideas we are concerned with here. A replacement of the symmetric two-port adaptors and threeport series adaptors with other adaptors may add one or two adders to the critical loops.
The critical loop for the second-order section using a Richards' structure contains two multiplications and four additions. Using instead a three-port adaptor, it contains only one multiplication and three additions. The price to pay is that the required coefficient wordlength is generally somewhat longer for the latter realization. This means that the operation latencies will also be somewhat higher for this case. However, in many cases, the required wordlength is only slightly increased [28] . Hence, in terms of speed, it is generally beneficial to use three-port adaptors for the second-order all-pass sections. Using three-port adaptors, it may also be possible to reduce the total cost of implementing the multipliers. This can be explained by observing that the multipliers in the structure of Fig. 3 have the same input. By exploiting common factors between these multipliers, the total multiplier cost may be reduced [29] , [30] .
To obtain a low-pass or a high-pass filter, the orders of the two all-pass branches must differ by For standard approximations (Butterworth, Chebyshev, and Cauer), the transfer function then has one real pole and a number of complex conjugated poles. This implies that one of the all-pass branches can be realized as a cascade of one first-order all-pass section and a number of second-order all-pass sections, whereas the other branch can be realized as a cascade of a number of second-order sections. Using Richards' structures for the second-order sections, an th-order lattice WDF becomes as shown Fig. 4 . The adaptor coefficients can in this case be directly computed using explicit formulas as given in [27] . These adaptor coefficients can also be used to compute the coefficients of the three-port adaptors when these are used to realize the second-order sections. Using a cascade of first-and second-order all-pass sections, all recursive loops of a lattice WDF occur within each of these sections. Hence, from (4)- (6), it is clear that the maximal sample frequency of a lattice WDF equals the maximal sample frequency of its secondorder sections. It is thus given by (5) if Richards' structures are used, and by (6) if three-port adaptors are used to realize the second-order sections.
A. Linear-Phase Lattice WDF's
One way to obtain a lattice WDF, and more generally a filter composed of two all-pass subfilters in parallel, with approximately linear phase is to constrain one of the all-pass subfilters to be a pure delay [14] , [31] . In the passband of the filter, the phase responses of the two all-pass subfilters must be approximately equal. Since one of the branches is a pure delay, the phase response of the overall filter is forced to be approximately linear in the passband. Using cascaded first-and second-order sections of Richards' type, the lattice WDF structure becomes in this case as shown in Fig. 5 . We refer to this structure as a linear-phase lattice WDF. It should be pointed out however that it is possible to achieve approximately linear-phase also by using general all-pass filters in both branches. In fact, this is in many cases beneficial in terms of computational complexity because the restriction of letting one of the branches be a pure delay imposes extra constraints [32] . For linear-phase lattice WDF's, there exist no closed-form solutions for computation of the adaptor coefficients. Therefore, numerical optimization algorithms must be used (see, e.g., [14] , [31] , [33] ). The maximal sample frequency of a linear-phase lattice WDF is the same as for a general lattice WDF.
B. Bireciprocal Lattice WDF's
A bireciprocal (half-band) lattice WDF is a special case of a lattice WDF. The transfer function can in this case be expressed as (7) which can be exploited to obtain efficient interpolators and decimators for sampling rate conversion by two [34] , [35] .
Using (3) and (7) we obtain (8) which implies that the magnitude response always equals for For standard approximations, only Butterworth and Cauer can be used. For Cauer approximations, the passband and stopband edges are always related as
In this case, the passband ripple will be extremely small for reasonably high stopband attenuations.
Using symmetric two-port adaptors for the first-and secondorder sections, more than half of the adaptor coefficients become zero. This results in a simplified structure, as illustrated in Fig. 6 (compare this with the th-order lattice WDF in Fig. 4 ). The maximal sample frequency for the all-pass sections is here (9) By comparing (5), (6) , and (9), we conclude that the maximal sample frequency for a bireciprocal lattice WDF is approximately four times, or two times, higher than for a general lattice WDF, depending on whether Richards' structures or three-port adaptors are used to realize the second-order sections.
C. Bireciprocal Linear-Phase Lattice WDF's
As for general lattice WDF's, it is possible for bireciprocal lattice WDF's to achieve approximately linear phase in the passband by letting one of the all-pass subfilters correspond to a pure delay [31] , [35] . For a bireciprocal lattice WDF using standard approximations, all poles lie on the imaginary axis. In the linear-phase case, this is generally not so. Therefore, using a cascade of low-order sections, it may be necessary to use both first-and second-order sections (in Using cascaded first-and second-order sections (in of Richards' type, the filter structure becomes as shown in Fig. 7 . We refer to this structure as a bireciprocal linear-phase lattice WDF. For these filters, no closed-form solutions exist for computation of the adaptor coefficients. Therefore, numerical optimization algorithms must be adopted. One such algorithm was introduced in [35] for the more general class of filters, to which bireciprocal linear-phase lattice WDF's belong.
The maximal sample frequency for the first-order section in is again given by (9) . For the second-order sections (in it becomes (10) using a Richards' structure, and (11) using a three-port adaptor. Thus, compared with a general bireciprocal filter, the maximal sample frequency here is about the same if three-port adaptors are used (assuming that but reduced by a factor of two if Richards' structures are used.
III. PROPOSED FILTER STRUCTURES

A. Narrow-Band Filters
To increase the maximal sample frequency for narrow-band filtering, we introduce the structure in Fig. 8 [36] . The overall transfer function of this structure is (12) where and are all-pass filters. The first filter is a model filter, while the following filters are masking filters. Recall from Section II that the maximal sample frequency is higher for a bireciprocal lattice WDF than for a general lattice WDF. Thus, if the model filter is a lattice WDF and if the parameters are chosen properly, then by using bireciprocal lattice WDF's for the masking filters, the model and masking filters will have about the same maximal sample frequency. The parameters are chosen differently depending on whether the all-pass branches of the model filter are realized using Richards' structures or threeport adaptors. We refer to these two cases as Cases 1 and 2, respectively. For a Case 1 design, to must be larger than, or equal to, [compare (5) and (9)]. For a Case 2 design, the parameters to must be larger than, or equal to, [compare (6) and (9)]. The parameters must also be chosen in such a way that the overall filter can be a low-pass filter. Here, we restrict to be some power of two, i.e., A natural selection for the parameters with lower indices is then and for a Case 1 design, and for a Case 2 design. The remaining parameters are selected iteratively by varying from 4 (Case 1) or 3 (Case 2) to and in each iteration first letting the parameters take those values that are the smallest numbers larger than the minimum numbers that still assure that the masking filters do not restrict the maximal sample frequency, and that assure that a low-pass filter can be realized (for a filter where it is assumed that in each iteration), i.e., for a Case 1 design, and for a Case 2 design. The actual parameters then become In summary, after expressing with the aid of instead of the parameters are selected according to (13) and (14), shown at the bottom of the next page.
In the case of approximately linear phase, we should generally use a Case 2 design because the masking filters require both first-and second-order sections (in see Fig. 7 . However, in many cases, the orders of the masking filters are low. Using the algorithm in [35] for designing these filters, we have observed for a seventh-order filter (and naturally also for a third-order filter) that for the best solution, the all-pass branch that is not a pure delay can be realized with two (one) first-order sections (in For these cases, we can again use either a Case 1 or 2 design, depending on whether the all-pass branch of the model filter (that is not a pure delay) is realized using Richards' structures or three-port adaptors. This situation also arises in cases where Richards' structures are used in the model filter, whereas three-port adaptors are used in the masking filters. The proposed structure can be used for narrowband low-pass and high-pass filters with bandwidths narrower than Two drawbacks are that the feasible increase of the maximal sample frequency is dependent upon the bandwidth, and that it can only be increased by a factor that is some power of two.
Design of Low-Pass Filters: Let the specification of the overall narrow-band low-pass filter be (15) where and denote the passband and stopband edges and ripples, respectively. Further, let and denote the passband and stopband edges of the model and masking filters. For the model filter, we have (16) To see how the stopband edges of the masking filters should be chosen, we study a Case 2 design, where and Typical magnitude functions of the model and masking filters are then as shown in Fig. 9 . The filter exhibits two extra images centered on and respectively. These extra images are removed by the two masking filters. The first masking filter removes the image centered on while the second masking filter removes the remaining image centered on We see that the images are removed by selecting the stopband edges of the masking filters as and respectively. This can be extended to the general case. For both a Cases 1 and 2 design, the stopband edges are chosen as (17) This choice is however somewhat pessimistic. Experience shows that the transition band in many cases can be widened to [37] (18) For a given we must naturally have that Since the masking filters here are bireciprocal (half-band) filters, we must though also ensure that for For a Case 1 design, and a Case 2 design with this is automatically ensured if However, for a Case 2 design with the constraint is the most severe one. In this case, we must have that Case 2 is thus somewhat more restrictive than Case 1 when Since all the masking filters are bireciprocal lattice WDF's, their passband edges are uniquely determined by their stopband edges, according to (for equiripple approximations). It can be verified that by selecting the stopband edges according to (17) [or (18) ], the first passband edge of all masking filters will be above the first passband edge of the periodic model filter which means that the overall passband ripple in the worst case is the sum of the passband ripples of the model and masking filters. The specified stopband attenuation of the overall filter will be satisfied by selecting the stopband attenuations of the model filter and all masking filters to equal that of the overall filter. The passband ripple of a bireciprocal lattice WDF is very small if its stopband attenuation is reasonably high. Therefore, it is possible in most practical cases to let the model filter have the same passband ripple as that of the overall filter.
To summarize, the overall filter will meet the specification of (15) if the model filter meets the specification (20) and if the masking filters simultaneously meet the specifications (21) where are given by (17) [or (18)]. In the simplest case, the different filters can thus be designed separately using existing approximation techniques. The obtained filters are also good starting points for further optimization.
Design of High-Pass Filters: An overall narrow-band high-pass filter can be obtained by using the same model and masking filters as in the low-pass case. The only modification is that the last masking filter must be a high-pass filter instead of a low-pass filter. Using lattice WDF's, this is obtained by using the complementary output of the last masking filter. The structure in Fig. 8 can consequently be used for low-pass and high-pass filtering at the same time by simply adding an extra adder (subtractor). The passband and stopband edges of the overall high-pass filter become and respectively. The passband ripple and stopband attenuation are the same as for the overall low-pass filter.
B. Wide-Band Filters
To increase the maximal sample frequency for wide-band filtering, we introduce the structure in Fig. 10 [38] . It is derived by parallel connecting the narrow-band filter in Section III-A and an all-pass filter. To obtain an overall wide-band filter, the delays of the narrow-band filter and the all-pass filter must be approximately equal in the passband of the narrow-band filter. Since lattice WDF's are composed of two all-pass subfilters in parallel, this is easily achieved by first selecting one of the allpass subfilters of each lattice WDF and then cascading these to obtain the overall all-pass filter.
The overall transfer function of the wide-band filter is (22) where (23) and (24) where can be either 0 or 1. Consequently, the overall allpass filter can be chosen in different ways. The structure in Fig. 10 requires all-pass subfilters in total. It is possible to reduce this number to by using a simplified structure according to Fig. 11 . The proposed structures can be used for wide-band low-pass and high-pass filters with bandwidths wider than
As for the narrow-band filter, two drawbacks are that the feasible increase of the maximal sample frequency is dependent upon the bandwidth, and that it can only be increased by a factor that is some power of two.
Design of Low-Pass and High-Pass Filters: To obtain a wide-band filter, we first design a narrow-band filter as outlined in Section III-A. If the narrow-band filter is a lowpass (high-pass) filter with passband and stopband edges and then, by connecting this filter in parallel with an allpass filter, we obtain a wide-band high-pass (low-pass) filter with passband and stopband edges and respectively. To determine how the passband and stopband ripples can be selected we observe the following [here we let all but the same result is obtained for arbitrary values (0 or 1) of ]. The frequency response of the overall narrow-band filter can be written as (25) where and are the phase responses of the all-pass filters and respectively. The frequency response of the overall wide-band filter can be written as (26) where (27) The squared magnitude function of the wide-band filter can now be written as (28) where (29) Let and denote the passband and stopband ripples of the model and masking filters in the narrow-band filter. For we can then use the following approximation in the stopband of the wide-band filter: (30) If, for example, all individual model and masking filters have the same passband ripple we get the following estimation in the stopband of the wide-band filter: (31) where denotes the stopband region. In the passband of the wide-band filter, it becomes more complicated to derive an estimation similar to that of (30) . In this region, the individual model and masking filters can have passbands and stopbands, as well as transition bands. Using the triangle inequality, a crude estimation in the passband of the wide-band filter is (32) where denotes the passband region, and is (33) In the case where the following estimation can be derived by using (28)-(30): (34) To achieve a reasonably high stopband attenuation for the wide-band filter, the passband ripples of the model and masking filters must be very small. Due to the interdependency between the passband and stopband ripples of the masking filters, the stopband attenuation of these filters will, in most practical cases, be high enough. Therefore, the passband ripple of the wide-band filter will, in practice, be determined by the stopband ripple of the model filter By designing the individual filters with the aid of the estimations above, the overall wide-band filter is assured to meet its requirements. However, as we shall se in the example section, the overall complexity will be unnecessarily high because these estimations are pessimistic. It turns out that it is beneficial to start with a narrow-band filter that meets some equally stringent requirements, and then use optimization in order to obtain the wide-band filter.
C. Approximately Linear-Phase Filters
One way to achieve approximately linear phase in the passband of the overall filter is to let one branch of all individual filters be a pure delay. This holds for both the narrow-band and wide-band filters. In the wide-band case, is a pure delay. For the narrow-band filter, the maximum deviation of the phase response from a linear curve in the passband is in the worst case the sum of the deviations of the phase responses of the individual filters. In practice, it will often be smaller though. To analyze the phase response of the overall wide-band filter, we first rewrite its frequency response according to (35) where (36) The overall phase response is thus
The first term in (37) has exact linear phase, assuming that all are pure delays. The nonlinearity thus emanates from the second term. In the passband of the overall wide-band filter, is small. We then have (38) Using (36)- (38) , it can now be concluded that the phase error, which here is the difference between the overall phase response and the linear-phase function is bounded in the passband by
The phase error is thus bounded by the stopband ripples of the individual model and masking filters in the narrow-band filter
IV. DESIGN EXAMPLES
This section shows, by means of several examples, the advantages of the proposed filters over the corresponding conventional filters. Both the cases where the model and masking filters are separately and simultaneously optimized are considered.
Example 1:
Consider a low-pass filter with the following specification [9] : dB, and dB. We study both Case 1 and 2 designs for 
Separate Designs of the Model and Masking Filters:
The model and masking filters are here designed separately as outlined in Section III with the aid of Cauer approximation. For a Case 1 design with the magnitude response of the overall filter becomes as shown in Fig. 12(a) . The results for the different cases are compiled in Table I , in the columns marked by (1) . We see that the order of the model filter is seven in all cases. However, the overall complexity is increased due to the masking filters. As a comparison, we use FIR filters for the masking filters, the results of which can be found in Table II . The transfer function of the overall FIR masking filter is where The procedure in [12] is used for the design. (The design margin for the model filter is here allocated to the passband). From Tables I and II, we see that the computational complexity can be reduced by using bireciprocal lattice WDF's for the masking filters instead of FIR filters. However, in the former case, the orders of the last masking filters may not decrease as increases, which is due to the fact that the last masking filters must be periodic in order to obtain a high maximal sample frequency. To minimize the overall complexity, it may therefore be beneficial to use bireciprocal lattice WDF's for the first masking filters, and FIR filters for the remaining ones. Here, the overall complexity is minimized by using bireciprocal lattice WDF's for the first two masking filters in a Case 1 design, but only for the first masking filter in a Case 2 design. If it is required that the overall passband ripple be very small, it may be advantageous though to use bireciprocal lattice WDF's for more than just the first two (or only first) masking filters, since these automatically have very small passband ripples. A reduction of the allowable overall passband ripple does therefore not necessarily increase the orders for the bireciprocal lattice WDF's, whereas it may do so for the FIR filters.
Further Optimization: Using the filters above as a starting point, further optimization can be done in order to decrease the passband and stopband ripples, and/or reduce the required filter orders. Each model and masking filter takes care of the attenuation in a certain region of the stopband. The optimization can reduce the width of these regions, but since we are using IIR filters, it is to be expected that the filter orders can be reduced at most by two (since the order is odd), and in many cases not at all. The complexity of the model filter may, however, in some cases, be reduced by forcing one of the coefficients to zero and reoptimizing the filter [39] (see below). We use nonlinear programming [40] for optimization of the overall filter, with the aid of the function minimax.m in Matlab's optimization toolbox [41] . The stopband attenuation is maximized subject to the constraint that the passband ripple be at most equal to . This approximation problem is stated as minimize subject to (40) where the passband and stopband have been discretized into the angles and respectively, and where and denote the passband and stopband ripples, respectively. The magnitude response is always automatically bounded by one, and it is therefore not necessary to include this as a constraint in the optimization. To see if the order of each individual filter can be reduced, each filter is optimized when the remaining ones are fixed. Given the minimum orders of the individual filters, the overall filter is then optimized to maximize the stopband attenuation. The magnitude response of the optimized overall filter for is shown in Fig. 12(b) . The results of the different designs are given in Table I in the columns marked by (2) . We see that it is possible to reduce the overall complexity only for This is done by letting the real pole of the model filter be fixed to zero (implying that and by reducing the order of the filter for a Case 2 design from nine to seven. We also see that the stopband attenuation can be increased, but that the increase is rather modest.
Example 2:
Consider a high-pass filter with the following specification [15] 
Separate Designs of the Model and Masking Filters:
The overall wide-band filters are designed here by separately designing the model and masking filters in the corresponding narrow-band filter, as outlined in Section III. We distribute the passband ripple evenly between the model and masking filters. The results for the different designs are compiled in Table III . It is assumed that the structure in Fig. 11 is used. Generally, there exist different combinations of but from (29) we see that if a certain combination of yields a certain magnitude response, then the combination where all are changed to will yield the same magnitude response, and thus, it suffices to examine combinations. For and all the magnitude responses of the overall wideband filter, and corresponding narrow-band filter, are as shown in Fig. 13 . For this filter, the passband ripple is 0.0333 dB, whereas the stopband attenuation is 50.1 dB. However, since the estimations of (31), (33) , and (34) are based on worst-case assumptions, other results are obtained with other selections of For the passband ripple ranges from 0.0662 to 0.0674 dB, whereas the stopband attenuation is 50.0 dB. For the passband ripple ranges from 0.0333 to 0.0391 dB, whereas the stopband attenuation ranges from 50.1 to 58.1 dB. For the corresponding figures are 0.0440, 0.0535, 51.0, and 57.9. Thus, it is worth going through all possible combinations in order to minimize the passband and stopband ripple.
A similar structure to those of Figs. 10 and 11 has been used earlier in [14] and [15] , in which one of the all-pass branches of the model filter is a pure delay and in which FIR masking filters are used. In [14] , it was used to obtain a wide-band filter having approximately linear phase and a small delay. In [15] , it was used to increase the maximal sample frequency rather than to achieve approximately linear phase. However, if the primary objective is to increase the maximal sample frequency, and if the phase behavior is of less importance, the use of an approximately linear-phase model filter becomes unnecessarily expensive, especially in cases where the transition band is narrow. In this example, their orders become 33 for and 17 for These filters require 17 and 9 multiplications, respectively. For the number of multiplications can be estimated to be about 34 (see Example 3) . By comparing these figures with those in Table III , it is clear that for lower values of significant savings can be achieved by not restricting the model filter to have a pure delay branch. An alternative is to use the generalization of the structure in [14] and [15] which was recently introduced in [16] , in which the model filter is composed of two general all-pass filters. The model filter in that structure is identical to the model filter in the structures of Figs. 10 and 11 . Again, a combination of these different structures may be beneficial, i.e., a structure that uses bireciprocal lattice WDF's for some of the masking filters and FIR filters for the remaining ones.
Further Optimization: Since the filters above have been designed by making use of worst-case assumptions, one might expect that the filter orders are unnecessarily high. It is not unreasonable to expect that it should be possible to realize a wide-band filter of an order that is approximately equal to that of a corresponding narrow-band filter, if the wide-band and narrow-band filters meet some equally stringent requirements. We again use nonlinear programming to demonstrate that this can be achieved. Here, we optimize the overall filters in such a manner that the stopband attenuation is maximized under the constraint that the passband ripple be, at most, 0.2 dB. This approximation problem is stated in a similar way to that of (40) . We have observed that a good starting point is to use the corresponding narrow-band filter with the same transition band, where the stopband attenuation of the masking filters is chosen as
The passband ripple and the stopband attenuation for the model filter are chosen in such a manner that its complementary filter has its passband ripple and stopband attenuation equal to and The orders of the model and masking filters are then possibly reduced by using the same procedure as outlined in Example 1. Again, there are different cases to examine. The difference between these cases seems, however, to be quite small here, as opposed to the case in which the filters are designed separately. For and all the magnitude responses of the optimized overall wide-band filter and corresponding narrow-band filter are as shown in Fig. 14. The results of the different designs are compiled in the columns marked by (2) in Table III . We see that substantial savings are obtained by using optimization. The results are comparable to those obtained for the narrow-band filter in Example 1 (the requirements for the two cases are approximately equally stringent).
Example 3:
Consider a low-pass filter with the following specification: dB, dB. We use a Case 1 design for We let one of the all-pass branches in the model and masking filter be a pure delay in order to achieve approximately linear phase. The model and masking filters are first designed separately with the aid of the algorithms in [14] and [35] . To achieve a phase response that is close to linear when using these algorithms, the passband ripples of the model and masking filters must be small. For the masking filters this is automatically achieved. For the model filter, we select the passband ripple to be equal to that of the masking filters, 430 mdB, which corresponds to a stopband attenuation of 40 dB for the complementary filter, and to a phase error of 0.01 rad (0.57 ) in the passband. The obtained filters are further optimized using nonlinear programming in such a manner that the maximum phase error in the passband is minimized. This approximation problem is stated as (41) where the passband and stopband have been discretized into the angles and respectively, and where and denote the passband and stopband ripples, respectively. The results of the different designs are compiled in Table IV . The magnitude response and phase error of the optimized overall filter for are shown in Fig. 15 . In the case where there are no restrictions on the phase response, the increased maximal sample frequency is paid for by an increased computational complexity due to the masking filters, as we could see in Examples 1 and 2. When restricting one of the all-pass branches of the model and masking filters to be a pure delay in order to achieve approximately linear phase, we have a situation similar to that of FIR filters, namely that the filter orders become, roughly, inversely proportional to the transition bandwidth [42] , [43] . Therefore, we can in this case obtain not only a higher maximal sample frequency, but also a significantly reduced overall computational complexity. 1 In this example, the complexity is about 45% lower for and 68% lower for and than for FIG. 8 AND A CASE 1 DESIGN (conventional). One price to pay is, however, that the overall delay is increased. The delay of the periodic model filter is about the same as for the conventional filter. The extra delays are thus mainly due to the masking filters. In this example, the delays of the masking filters are small for and which means that the average overall delays are only slightly larger for the new filters (30 compared with 29) . For the delay is nearly two times larger for the new filter (54 compared with 29), which is mainly due to the fact that the last masking filters are periodic. One way to reduce the delay may thus be to use FIR filters instead of bireciprocal lattice WDF's for the last masking filters, since these filters then do not have to be periodic. An alternative may also be to use thband IIR masking filters, which we considered recently in [44] and [45] for approximately linear-phase filters. Even though these filters do not seem to offer a lower complexity (but rather higher), they may have a lower delay than the overall masking filters in this paper. Finally, we note that the maximum phase errors in the passband of the overall filters are lower for and whereas it is larger for than for This is probably due to the fact that the design margins for the filters are different in different cases.
Example 4:
We use the narrow-band filters in Example 3 to obtain wideband low-pass filters with passband and stopband edges at and respectively. This is achieved by using the complementary output of the last masking filter, and by connecting the obtained filters in parallel with a pure delay. Here, all individual filters of the narrow-band filters have small passband ripples. The corresponding wide-band filters will therefore automatically have rather high stopband attenuations. Consequently, these filters automatically serve as good starting points for further optimization. Again we use nonlinear programming to minimize the phase error in the passband of the wide-band filters. We let the filters have an attenuation of at least 40 dB (from the level one) in the stopbands and a deviation of at most 0.1 dB dB) in their passbands. The approximation problem is stated in a similar manner to that of (41) . The stopband ripples of the individual filters of the narrow-band filters are about 0.01. The maximum phase error is therefore expected to be smaller than 0.01 rad according to (39) . The results of the different designs are compiled in Table V . The magnitude response and phase error of the overall filter for are shown in Fig. 16 . From Table V , we see that the phase errors are smaller than 0.01 one explanation being that the stopband ripples of the optimized model and masking filters in the narrow-band filters are smaller than 0.01. We also see that the phase errors are larger for the wide-band filters than for the narrow-band filters in Example 3, and that they are larger for and 3, but smaller for than for Again, these variations are probably due to different design margins in the different cases.
V. FINITE-WORDLENGTH EFFECTS
One major advantage of using WDF's is that they can maintain stability under finite-arithmetic conditions [19] . The proposed narrow-band filter consists of several lattice WDF's in cascade, whereas the wide-band filter uses interconnected all-pass WDF's. The overall narrow-band and wide-band filters will therefore also maintain stability if each individual WDF maintains stability. The coefficient sensitivity and roundoff noise for the new structures are discussed below.
A. Coefficient Sensitivity
Lattice WDF's have a very low coefficient sensitivity in the passband but high in the stopband. Attempts have been made to experimentally estimate the required coefficient wordlength for different specifications [46] , but those estimates seem to be too crude. They indicate that the required wordlength be exclusively determined by the stopband attenuation. Our experience is that the stopband attenuation indeed has a large effect upon the wordlength, but also that the bandwidth is of significance [45] , [47] .
The structure for narrow-band filtering in Fig. 8 consists of a model filter and one or several masking filters in cascade. The bandwidths of all these filters are wider than that of the overall filter, whereas the stopband attenuations are equal. Therefore, the required coefficient wordlength can be expected to be shorter for the filter in Fig. 8 than for the conventional lattice WDF in Fig. 4 . In the wide-band case, the filter structures in Figs. 10 and 11 are used. The statements above for the narrow-band case regarding the bandwidths still hold, but in order to obtain an overall wide-band filter with a reasonably high stopband attenuation, the passband ripples of the model and masking filters must be very small. Due to the low passband sensitivity of lattice WDF's, one could then be tempted to claim that this as a consequence would not be a problem. However, here it is the stopband attenuations of the complementary model and masking filters that are of significance. For a design based on a worst-case assumption, these attenuations are higher than the attenuation of the overall wide-band filter, but the difference is only approximately which is rather modest. For the optimized filters, the stopband attenuations of the complementary model and masking filters need not be higher than that of the overall wide-band filter, but can in fact be lower. In all, it is therefore reasonable to expect that the required coefficient wordlength for the wide-band filter will be shorter than for a conventional lattice WDF, and that the savings are comparable to those obtained in the narrow-band case.
B. Roundoff Noise
For a lattice WDF, the total noise can be computed by summing the noise contributions of the individual all-pass sections. The actual result depends on how and where the scaling and rounding of signals in the filter are performed, but the general conclusion when using the all-pass sections considered in this paper is that the roundoff noise increases when the bandwidth becomes narrow or wide [45] , [47] .
For the narrow-band filter in Fig. 8 , the passband of the model filter is wider than that of the overall filter. Further, the substitution of one delay element by several delay elements in a filter does not affect the roundoff noise. The roundoff noise of the model filter alone is therefore lower than for the corresponding conventional filter. However, we must also take into account the contributions from the masking filters. Since these are half-band filters with, in most cases, few multipliers, their contribution can be expected to be rather low, compared with that of the model filter. It is therefore reasonable to expect that the overall narrow-band filter, for most practical cases, will have lower roundoff noise than that of the corresponding conventional lattice WDF. For the simplified wide-band filter in Fig. 11 , we may have some additional multipliers to account for. However, these multipliers correspond to the half-band masking filters, which means that their contributions are low. It is therefore reasonable to expect that the roundoff noise of the overall wide-band filter will be lower than for the corresponding conventional lattice WDF, but possibly slightly higher than for the overall narrow-band filter. The discussion above concerns nonlinear-phase filters. For approximately linear-phase filters (with a pure delay branch), the poles are distributed in a different manner. However, for these filters, the poles still tend to move toward the unit circle as the bandwidth becomes narrow or wide. It is therefore likely that the same conclusions can be drawn for these filters. In fact, it may turn out that the noise for these can be much lower than for the corresponding conventional filters, since they generally require much fewer multipliers.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have introduced WD filter structures for high-speed narrow-band and wide-band filtering. The narrowband filters are composed of a periodic model filter and one or several, possibly periodic, masking filters in cascade. Lattice and bireciprocal lattice WDF's are used for the model and masking filters, respectively. The wide-band filters consist of a narrow-band filter in parallel with an all-pass filter. Approximately linear-phase can be achieved by letting one of the all-pass branches of the model and masking filters be pure delays. In the final realizations, all recursive loops contain a number of delay elements, resulting in filters with high maximal sample frequencies.
Examples show that the computational complexity can be reduced by using bireciprocal lattice WD masking filters instead of FIR masking filters. In the case of approximately linear phase, the overall complexity can, in fact, be substantially lower than for the corresponding conventional filter (i.e., a lattice WDF having a pure delay branch). The use of WDF's also makes it possible to obtain stable filter algorithms under finite-arithmetic conditions. Further, the potential problems associated with pole-zero cancellations, which are inherent in algorithm transformation techniques, are avoided. Two drawbacks are that the feasible increase of the maximal sample frequency is dependent upon the bandwidth, and that it can only be increased by a factor that is some power of two. One price to pay is also that the overall delay is increased, in many cases rather modestly, though. We discussed coefficient sensitivity and roundoff noise and concluded that the new filters are likely to be in favor compared with the corresponding conventional lattice WDF's.
The overall filters can be designed by separately designing the individual model and masking filters. Estimations were given for the passband and stopband ripples of the individual filters in the narrow-band filter in order to meet the requirements for the overall wide-band filter. This offers simple design procedures for both the narrow-band and wide-band filters since standard approximation techniques can be used. However, in many cases, these designs imply an unnecessarily high computational complexity, especially for the wide-band filters, because the derived estimations are based on a worstcase assumption. It is therefore beneficial to optimize the overall filters to reduce the complexity and/or improve the magnitude and phase responses. This was demonstrated by means of nonlinear programming in several examples. The filters obtained from the approach of separate designs serve as good initial filters for the optimization, which then typically takes only a few minutes.
